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Abstract- The purpose of this paper is to present a design and develop a gadget which can be used as an Electronic 
dictionary for visually impaired person. This design is chosen to fulfill the necessities required for a visually impaired 
person. In this circuit we are using ARM processor due to its simple instruction set and inbuilt features such as DAC, 
Ethernet, CAN etc and Braille keyboard for the ease of the user. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
As per TOI, India is now home to the world's largest number of blind people. Of the 37 million people 
across the globe who are blind, over 15 million are from India. So there is a need in the market to come up with the 
utility equipments and gadgets for blind people to just try and add comfort into their life. To come up with a unique 
concept of designing an electronic dictionary for the blind people . This concept is one of its kinds and attempt in 
this forte is a fun and challenging experience. No such application other than computer available which cannot be 
always feasible and be a bit expensive too. Development of prototype say dictionary can be more than useful as it 
will be portable light weight and easy to carry. 
This is an ARM7 based system. There will be PS/2 brail keyboard for blind interface. SD card interface is 
provided  for  data  storage,  loud  speaker  output.  The  system  will  be  loaded  with  three  different  language  (viz. 
English, Hindi and Marathi) interfaces as per the user convenience. 
 
II. CIRCUIT ARCHITECTURE 
A.  Power Supply: The power supply used will be a 9 volt adapter supply taken in from the mains. From which 
3.3 volts will be given to the ARM7 processor and also SD card and 9 volts to the audio amplifier. 
B.  ARM7:  There are a number of physical features that have driven the ARM processor design. First, portable 
embedded systems require some form of battery power. The ARM processor has been specifically designed 
to be small to reduce power consumption and extend battery Operation essential for applications such as 
mobile phones and personal digital assistants (PDAs).High code density is another major requirement since 
embedded systems have limited memory due to cost and/or physical size restrictions. High code density is 
useful for applications that have limited on-board memory, such as mobile phones and mass storage devices. 
In addition, embedded systems are price sensitive and use slow and low-cost memory devices. For 
high-volume applications like digital cameras, every cent has to be accounted for in the design. The ability 
to use low-cost memory devices produces substantial savings. Another important requirement is to reduce 
the area of the die taken up by the embedded processor. For a single-chip solution, the smaller the area used 
by the embedded processor, the more available space for specialized peripherals. This in turn reduces the 
cost of the design and manufacturing since fewer discrete chips are required for the end product. 
ARM has incorporated hardware debug technology within the processor so that software engineers 
can  view  what  is  happening  while  the  processor  is  executing  code.  With  greater  visibility,  software 
engineers can resolve an issue faster, which has a direct effect on the time to market and reduces overall 
development costs. 
The  ARM  core  is  not  a  pure  RISC  architecture  because  of  the  constraints  of  its  primary 
application—the embedded system. In some sense, the strength of the ARM core is that it does not take the 
RISC concept too far. In today’s systems the key is not raw processor speed but total effective system 
performance and power consumption. 1693 
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C.    Audio amplifier: The LM386 is a power amplifier designed for use in low voltage consumer applications. 
The gain is internally set to 20 to keep external part count low, but the addition of an external resistor and 
capacitor between pins 1 and 8 will increase the gain to any value from 20 to 200. 
 
D.  SD card and connector: The micro SD card is a memory card that is small and thin with SDMI. Micro SD card     
          is flash based memory card and designed to meet the security capacity, performance and environment    
          requirements inherent to use in emerging audio and video electronic devices. The micro SD card includes a   
          copy right protection mechanism that compiles with the security of SDMI standards. The micro SD card   
          communication is based on an advance 8 pin interface and the micro SD card host interface supports regular   
          multimedia card operation as well. 
E.  Braille Keyboard: Keyboard for blind people comprising a body carrying a plurality of keys and interface 
means for its connection to an external unit, wherein said keys have a number of portions each having 
associated a function of the key and having represented such function in Braille characters thereon.PS/2 
Braille keyboards are available in the market which serves the purpose. 
F.  Loudspeaker: loud speaker provides the output to the user.  
 
 
Figure 1.  Block diagram. 
 
 
III. Circuit schematic design 
The circuit schematic is following the block diagram. The working principle is after switching on the gadget PS/2 
braille keyboard is used  as input device through which each letter typed by the person is narrated out by the 
loudspeaker, then at last the whole word. ARM processor is used as the main part of the project which chooses the 
meaning of the word typed from the SD card( memory device). SD card is use as an external memory, where we 
have dumped the codes for different languages we are using. Number of languages can be increased as per the 
requirement. IJECSE,Volume1,Number 3  
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Figure 2. Circuit schematic diagram 
 
IV. CONCLUSION 
A conclusion that can be easily drawn by this paper i.e E-dictionary for visually impaired people, will be having 
following  advantages.  Cost  efficient,  Available  in  three  language  options  for  the  user 
viz.(English,Marathi,Hindi),  Expandable  memory,  Portable  system,  Editing  and  deleting  any  word  easily 
possible  and User friendly. 
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